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Panjim the capital city of Goa has established itself as a city of learning, art and
literature that opinionates for the whole of Goa. Every international and national
event is scheduled in and around Panjim.
Fortunately the Students Centre Miramar (SCM) in Panjim, Opposite Law College is
ideally located to represent the interests of the community. The Students Centre
Miramar has been in the fore-front of furthering the cause of Islamic knowledge
and culture. The centre hosts “House of Wisdom” - the only multi-lingual Islamic
book store in Goa. Since its establishment, it has been promoting the
understanding of Islamic civilization among fellow citizens. “Harmony” Islamic
Exhibition hosted by House of Wisdom was a successful event in promoting Islamic
literature and traditions.
One of the primary roles played at Students Centre Miramar is the facilitation of
the Weekend Islamic Classes for children and the orientation of Muslim women and
girls. The popularity of the activities such as monthly lecture series and round
table discussions on the issues of the community and society has attracted many to
the Student Centre Miramar. The potential for projecting SCM as an Islamic centre
for the study of the Philosophy of Life and Human behavior is immense.
Through the following pages allow us to share a glimpse of the proposed” Darul
Arqam”- Centre for study of Philosophy of Life and Human Behavior.
The global village opens the doors of success to those who keep abreast with the
pace of development and adopt means and methods that enable them to share their
perspective of life. The world is today well equipped with technology and has
beneﬁtted maximum through global networking of institutions and organizations.
Institutions that visualized the potential beneﬁts of dissemination of their
policies, programs and knowledge have dominated and inﬂuenced the life of the
people.
The Islamic way of life has played a crucial role in inﬂuencing the thoughts of the
world but unfortunately its contribution to the world has not been communicated.
The “Darul Arqam”- Centre for Study of Philosophy of Life and Human Behavior
intends to contribute to the current global effort at presenting the philosophy of
life of the Islamic world.

The Quran
Grand
Pavilion:

The World in spite of all the natural richness and technological
advances has not been able to realize the potential happiness of
life. The world is far at ease from the desired enlightenment and
human development and at the same time the existence of
divine guidance amidst us but yet unexplored will weigh heavily
against the Muslims. The Quran embodies the epitome of human
thought and success and for it to be inaccessible to the people
of the world in this age of communication is intolerable. In sha
Allah the Quran Grand Pavilion is a conscious effort to make

Quran accessible to all souls seeking the true philosophy of life.
Translations of the Quran in national and international
languages, Quran in print and digital format, Quran to read and
Quran to listen, Quran explanations and commentary by
renowned authors, Quran learning tools for beginners and
researchers , Quran discourses and video conferencing with
scholars of Quran is the vision at Quran Grand Pavilion

The
Revered
Souls

(Peace Be Upon Them)

The Prophets Gallery:
The contributions of the revered souls (pbut) who appeared at
different times and era guiding mankind in righteousness
needs to be studied to grasp the methodology of the reform
movements initiated by them and that which concluded at the
advent of Prophet Muhammad(pbuh).
The last in the chain of Prophets, the noble soul Muhammad
(pbuh) who changed the world and reﬁned its ways of
approach and attitude to life touches the life of every human
knowingly or unknowingly. He has inspired generations and

restored the lost dignity of human life. The man who cared for
the uncared, bestowed respect to those undigniﬁed, taught
manners to the manner less and honored and protected the
women from all forms of exploitation. Prophet Muhammad
(pbuh) held the torch of enlightenment high up for all to
beneﬁt. The Prophets gallery aims to facilitate the contribution
of the Prophet to human life and unveil his life to every human
in search of exemplary life model . Insha Allah the Prophets
Gallery will host books in all the languages of the world on the
different aspects of his life by authors from across the world.
Technology will be used to connect scholars and institutions
researching the life of the Prophet. The gallery will enable the
guest to be touched by the serenity of the life of the Prophet.

Oasis of
Islamic
History &
Heritage:

The history and heritage of the Muslim world is vast and
spreads across the globe from Tashkent to Istanbul and from
Indonesia to Morocco and more. The diversity of cultures united
by a common creed and belief has many great secrets for the
mind that studies the richness of thought and cultural practices.
The desire to explore and study the heritage sites at the click of
the button is a better option in the absence of other viable
means. At the Oasis insha Allah you will get an opportunity to
experience the history of the Muslim world using e-books and
global networking of heritage sites. At the touch of the ﬁnger,
the visual treasures of the heritage sites will unlock themselves
giving the glimpse of Muslim history.

The
Congruence
of Islamic
Centre's:

Many great institutions and Islamic Centre's across the nation
and the world have been doing yeomen services in the ﬁeld of
intellectual and social–religious development of the Muslim
world. Many of these centre's are unconnected and unaware of
each other's ﬁeld of expertise. The connectivity and one-stop
information of publishing houses, Islamic libraries, research
institutions, educational centrums, cultural and information
houses and other reputed socio-religious organizations
including scholars of the Muslim world in the country and
across the world will insha Allah help to fulﬁll the role of
facilitating logistics support on issues of concern to humanity.

The
Solace for
the Soul:

The quest of the soul to ﬁnd the balance between the temporal
world and the eternal life has not ended but for those who
quenched it with the fountain of Islam. The meandering of
mankind bereft of divine guidance and enlightenment has
brought untold miseries to the otherwise beautiful gift of life. At
the solace for the soul, each willing soul will insha Allah ﬁnd
counsel for the umpteen sorrows and difﬁculties of life. Here the
soul shall ﬁnd the calmness and maturity of thought to battle
the struggles of anxiety and mysteries of life. The words of
wisdom and advice in the Quran and the persuasive and

convincing gems from the life of Prophet will guard the seeking
soul. In the garden of patience and forbearance will insha Allah
the impatient soul of the 21st century ﬁnd the spring of life and
solace. Quran discourse and Prophetic precepts will bolster the
frail soul to uphold the dignity of life. At the solace every
individual thirsting for guidance will ﬁnd his way to the right
path of life.

Centre for the
Study of
Philosophy and
Human Behavior
Account details:
House of Wisdom
A/c. No.: 061311023818
Dena Bank, Br. Mapusa-Goa
FSC: BKDN0470613
MICR: 403018011

Apart from setting up the Centre for the Study of Philosophy and
Human Behavior we propose to upgrade the Students Centre Miramar
with the following:

BUDGET FOR UPGRADATION
Amt. in lakhs Amt. in dollars
Reading Room
2
3015
Mini Audio-Visual Room
2
3015
Counseling Centre
1
1507
Research Digital Library
4
6031
Mobile Book-cum-Exhibition Van
7.5
11308
Total (A)
16.5
24876
These and many more will be the focus of Students Centre Miramar.
The proposal will in sha Allah see the light when well meaning and
conscious members of the millat understand the importance of such
centre's and contribute their mental and material resources.
The project of facilitating “The Centre for the Study of Philosophy and
Human Behavior” and up gradation of “Students Centre Miramar”
undertaken by Hikmah Foundation will insha Allah achieve its aims
and objectives only when we measure up to the standards of
excellence and adopt the latest technological advances and plan
with complete faith in Allah (SWT). We are hopeful of your
co-operation and have initiated the ground work for the project.
We place and present before you the proposed budget for your
consideration and support for the cause.

May Allah accept the sincere intentions and actions.
PROPOSED BUDGET
The Premises
Infrastructure
Computers
Audio/video equipments
Library
Tabs /e-books
Website
Furniture and ﬁxtures
Total (B)
Grand Total (A+B)

Amt. in lakhs
75
5
4
12
10
10
1
10
127
143.5

Gallery

Research cubicle

Amt. in dollars
113088
7539
6031
18094
15078
15078
1507
15078
191493
216369

